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Synopsis

A Brief History of Kung-Fu presents the development of martial arts during different
periods of Chinese history, from the prehistory to the present.  Here you will find
different stories (such as the legends of the Shaolin Monastery) and archeological
discoveries that show the development of kung-fu starting many, many years ago.
The reader will also learn about the military skills of the Chinese armies, the imperial
military exams, the Central Academy of Guo Shu, the swordsmen units, and the
difference between kung-fu as practiced by the military and kung-fu as practiced by
civilians.
Lastly, the reader will see the evolution of kung-fu in the 20th century, its impact in the
West, and the influence that TV and the movies (with ambassadors like David
Carradine and Bruce Lee) have had on the greater understanding of martial arts in
Western society.
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Did you know that

…Sherlock Holmes finally defeated Professor Moriarty thanks to his martial arts skills?

…Bruce Lee considered acting to be his profession and martial arts his hobby?

...kung-fu is not the most appropriate term for referring to kung-fu?

Engulf yourself in the history of the legends, myths, and reality behind kung-fu.  The heroic
long swordsman units of the Chinese Army, the evolution of the art of war, and the Northern
and Southern styles, the Wushu and the Sanshou, all form part of this book.  Learn about the

history of the most spectacular martial arts, from the Shaolin monks to Bruce Lee.
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